
UPGRADE WORK SETUPS FOR COMFORT & PRODUCTIVITY

Help school administration and staff supercharge their workday with certified compatible,  
easy-to-use, productivity tools that optimize tech-intensive workdays and minimize user fatigue.

LOGI DOCK FLEX
939-002154
This multi-purpose docking station gives staff 
greater ability to manage shared desks across 
multiple locations. Simply plug in a laptop and 
get right to work. 

SPOTLIGHT PRESENTATION 
REMOTE
910-004654 (Slate)
910-004860 (Gold)
An advanced digital pointer designed to keep 
people engaged in an in-person, virtual, or in a 
hybrid setting.

BRIO 505
960-001411 (Graphite)
960-001417 (Rose)
960-001454 (Off-white)
960-001522 (TAA Compliant)

With auto-framing, Show Mode and an 
integrated privacy shutter, this easy-to-use 
webcam provides an enhanced meeting 
experience and is certified for use with popular 
video conferencing platforms like Microsoft 
Teams, Google Meet, and Zoom. 

MK 650 COMBO
920-010909 (Graphite)
920-011018 (Off-white)
Designed for all-day comfort, this keyboard 
and mouse combo is complete with a full-sized 
keyboard, familiar keystrokes and integrated 
palm rest that complements the mouse’s 
SmartWheel scrolling and soft thumb area.

ZONE VIBE WIRELESS
981-001198 (Graphite UC version)
981-001175 (Rose Teams version)
981-001170 (Off-white Teams version)
981-001156 (Graphite Teams version)
Eliminate distractions whether at school, at 
home, or on busy commutes. These noise-
canceling headphones provide clear audio and 
multipoint BluetoothⓇ that easily switches 
between devices to avoid dropped calls. 

Tech Essentials for Higher  
Education Institutions  
Customized solutions crafted for faculty, staff and campuswide learning spaces
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VIDEO CONFERENCING FOR LIMITLESS COLLABORATION 

LEVEL UP ESPORTS

From small huddle rooms to large lecture halls, whether in-person or remote, our flexible video conferencing 
solutions help ensure faculty, students, and staff can see and be seen, hear and be heard, and interact. 

Embrace the exciting world of esports and meet the demands of aspiring and competitive student 
athletes with precisely engineered Logitech G headsets, keyboards and mice.

RALLY VIDEO 
CONFERENCING 
SOLUTIONS
960-001485 (Rally Bar Huddle)
960-001336 (Rally Bar Mini)
960-001308 (Rally Bar)
960-001225 (Rally Plus)

Collaborative classrooms are at 
your fingertips with our family of 
Rally video conferencing solutions. 
An all-in-one premium, ultra-HD 
series of conference cams available 
in a range of sizes with built-in AI 
technology, brilliant optics, and 
powerful audio.

SCRIBE WHITEBOARD 
CAMERA
960-001332
An AI-powered whiteboard camera, 
Scribe empowers all learners to 
participate fully by broadcasting 
unobstructed whiteboard content 
in classrooms and hybrid learning 
environments. 

LOGITECH REACH
Coming soon

An adjustable content camera that 
lets instructors move the camera 
to non-digital content to express 
their point of view. Easy, one-hand 
flexibility allows educators to move 
in a full 360° rotation to express 
their point of view.

LOGITECH SYNC
Video conferencing device 
management software to support 
hybrid teaching and learning from 
anywhere. Whether on-campus, 
at home, or somewhere else, Sync 
helps everyone stay connected.

LOGITECH G PRO X HEADSET
981-000817
Designed with and for pros, this headset features 
next-gen 7.1 surround sound, BLUE VO!CE 
microphone technology, and PRO-G 50 mm  
drivers to ensure a premium gaming audio 
experience. 

LOGITECH G PRO X 
KEYBOARD
920-009229 (Black Clicky) 
920-009846 (Shroud Linear)
With a compact design and user-swappable 
pro-grade switches, PRO X is pro-tested, 
tournament-assured, and built to win.

LOGITECH G PRO WIRELESS 
MOUSE
910-005270 (Black)
910-005974 (Shroud)
An iconic G502 design meets pro-grade 
LIGHTSPEED wireless for ultra-fast, reliable 
connectivity. With a HERO 25K sensor and 
sub-micron tracking, this popular mouse is 
POWERPLAY-compatible for continuous charging.


